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 Modern Asian Studies, i8, 4 (I984), PP. 619-630. Printed in Great Britain.

 New Concepts of Life of the Post-Kansei
 Intellectuals: Scholars of Chinese Classics

 NAKAMURA SHIN'ICHIRO

 Introduction

 As an aspect of the Kansei Reforms at the end of the eighteenth century
 initiated by the Councilor of the Elders, Matsudaira Sadanobu, the
 Tokugawa bakufu officially took over the administration of the Sh6heik6
 (The Confucian University in Edo). The Shaheik5 had been operated as
 a private school by the Hayashi family, who held the hereditary position
 of education councilors to the bakufu. With the expansion of the faculty
 and facilities under the new administration, ways were opened even for
 the children of any domain retainer and for those of peasants and
 merchants.

 The bakufu's encouragement of higher learning created a rage for the
 establishment of domain schools all over Japan. Graduates of the
 Shoheik6 vied for appointments as teachers at the new domain schools.
 This situation can be compared to the great production of college
 professors at the end of the second world war.

 Thus it became possible for intellectuals to make a living by selling
 their knowledge around the turn of the nineteenth century. The great
 numbers of these scholars gradually formed into a society of their own
 and developed new ideas and characteristics. This study is an attempt to
 point out their new outlook on ethical and emotional problems through
 their writings.

 I. Transition in Social Relations

 (a) Mobility between Class Lines

 During the Edo period, society was stratified into the 'samurai-peasant-
 artisan-merchant' classes. Theoretically, one could not move out of the
 class that one was born into. However, a tenure at a domain school
 gained by academic excellence entitled one to advance into the samurai
 class out of the lower classes.

 oo26-749X/84/0708-0902$0o5.oo I984 Cambridge University Press
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 620 NAKAMURA SHIN ICHIRO

 The domain (han) of Hiroshima employed Rai Shunsui (1 746-1816),
 who had been born into a merchant family, and Kan Chazan
 (i 748-I 827), who was of the peasant class. Hirose Tans6 (1 782-1856) of
 Hita, Kyishui, declined the invitation to serve his domain lord and
 remained a peasant throughout his life; however, many samurai
 children were attracted to his private school and extended to him the
 reverence due to an honored master. Kariya Ekisai (1i 775-1835) was a
 domain-appointed tradesman of Tsugaru, but he received the stipend of
 an upper class samurai. On the other hand, scholars like Kakizaki
 Haky5 (1763-1826) of Matsumae and Watanabe Kazan (1793-1841)
 of Tawara ought to be called artists in terms of their incomes, despite the
 fact that they both held prestigious positions as chief retainers of their
 domains. Thus the intellectuals were placed in a variable status outside
 of the formal class delineations and, gradually, they settled in the class of
 'scholars'.

 Within their own society, their backgrounds as samurai, merchants,
 or peasants became no more distinguishable than the difference between
 bureaucrats and the general public in modern times.

 (b) From Loyalty to Friendship

 For the scholars who suddenly gained a patron as the result of their
 employment, it was not possible to cultivate the noble virtue of the
 lord-retainer servitude of the past and adhere to it with unshakable
 fidelity. Their relationship to their lord was more of an employment
 contract; they received a salary in exchange for their usefulness. For
 them, attachment to their employers was less binding then the affinities
 they had with their fellow students at the ShaheikS. The axis of their
 social relationships began to shift from vertical to horizontal.

 Usually, the employment of scholars in a particular domain was
 limited to a prescribed period. Some were asked temporarily to give
 concentrated lectures much like today's intensive courses, or, as
 lecturers, they attended the Edo mansions of different domains at the
 same time. What would a domain lord mean for these scholars in these

 circumstances? A patron offering the most favorable working condition
 was likely to assume the role of a lord in the scholar's mind, and in such a
 relationship, an avowal of absolute allegiance could not be nurtured.

 Many able scholars had lost positions during the Kansei Reforms,
 when the decree was issued prohibiting Confucian studies except the
 bakufu-endorsed Chu Hsi school of Neo-Confucianism. One of the these
 scholars, Ichikawa Kansai (1749-1820), who had lost his post at the
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 CONCEPTS OF LIFE OF POST-KANSEI INTELLECTUALS 621

 Sh6heik5, sought service with Toyama-han in order to earn a livelihood.
 However, when the time came for him to depart for Toyama, some
 misunderstanding in the agreement forced him to leave his family
 behind. Alone in Toyama and longing for Edo, he dreamed a strange
 dream, which he recorded in Kimu.

 In the dream, 'a red-haired, red-eyed youth' appeared and accused
 him of betraying the ten virtues vital to a Confucian scholar. These 'ten
 virtues' upheld modern ideals of humanism; they were a transformation
 from the feudalistic virtues of subservience to the love and attachment of

 free individuals.

 First, the youth blamed Kansai because he did not dare tender his
 resignation when the employment agreement was broken by the lord,
 destroying 'trust.'

 Second, Kansai did not dare object for fear of upsetting the lord; thus
 he failed in the virtue of 'courage.'

 Third, by leaving for Toyama without his mother, he lost the virtue of
 'filial piety.'

 Fourth, by leaving his brothers behind, he lost the virtue of
 'brotherhood.'

 Firth, Kansai failed in 'loyalty' because his devoted disciples resented
 the lord's taking their master away from them.

 The accusation continued to stress the importance of the natural
 affection for family and students above the rest of the feudalistic
 obligations, and the breach of promise by the domain lord was
 repeatedly emphasized. Through the dream, Kansai indicated his
 modernistic stand that he regarded the contract as ajudicial matter and
 not as the bounty of the domain lord. (Kansai-sensei rokJ [A Supplemen-
 tary Collection of Kansai].)

 (c) Love and Marriage

 If income was not derived from 'ancestral benefaction' but was

 self-earned, one would be free to marry for love instead of accepting a
 parental choice for the good of the house.

 In his biography of a Confucian scholar of the Edo period, Shibue
 Ch/isai (1805-57), Mori Ogai (1862-1922) draws much attention to the
 fact that Chfisai had married a daughter of a merchant for love. Ogai
 declared that a union of this sort by 'two conscious individuals' by
 mutual preference was 'extremely rare and practically non-existent' in
 those days. However, in the intellectual society of the late Edo period, a
 marriage by mutual attraction between the man and the woman
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 622 NAKAMURA SHIN ICHIRO

 concerned had not been so unusual as to astonish Ogai of the Meiji
 period. Following the Meiji Restoration, young people possessing naive
 and outmoded moral concepts came up to the center from the far
 western regions to form a new controlling society. Their sense of ethics
 was far more backward than that of the previous generation that was
 accustomed to cosmopolitan and decadent ways of life, and in this stolid
 sense of values, Ogai, of regional origin himself, defined the situation.

 A prodigious student at the ShaheikS, Matsuzaki Kod5 (177 1-1844),
 who had come from the peasant class, secured employment with
 Kakegawa-han upon graduation. With his preparatory allowance, he
 redeemed a courtesan from a cheap brothel in the junction town of
 Shinagawa, and left for the domain with her as his legal wife. Working as
 a prostitute, she supported him during his poor student days. His
 marriage with a common prostitute was not considered a disgrace, but
 was lauded as a commendable feat in the circle of scholars.

 This fact can be compared with a Meiji marriage; Tsubouchi Shoyo
 (1859-1935) who married a woman of similar background had to hide
 his wife's former profession from the public for the rest of his life. His
 attitude, or the necessity of it, proves that the mores of the Meiji period
 were much more conservative than those of the intellectual society of the
 late Edo period.

 A great scholar of the Ch'ing dynasty, Yu Kyokuen (Yii Yiieh,
 I82I-I906), once called Hirose Kyokus5 (18o7-63) the best Chinese-

 style poet in Japan. KyokusS's memoir of his late wife in his Tsuishiroku
 (The Recollections) is famed for its passionate content. Their husband-
 wife relationship was one great love affair throughout their life together.
 It was far above the virtuous state expected in a feudal marriage, and his
 recollections made no secret of their sensual intimacy which had been
 dictated only by the instinct of free individuals.

 KyokusS's wife declared publicly when she left her native Kyiishii for
 Edo that it was only natural for a woman to follow the man she loves to
 the end of the world. She was said to watch him in ecstacy from the
 hallway while he buried himself in his books in the study. Her husband,
 for his part, attended his wife personally when she was taken ill.
 Dismissing others' interference, he prepared all her meals himself and
 fed her with his own hands. When she died, the grief-stricken Kyokus5
 was in such a state that even his friends reproached him for his eccentric
 behavior.

 The intellectuals of this period often carried on love affairs openly
 outside their marriages. The writer ofNihon Gaishi (A History ofJapan),
 Rai San'y5 (i780-1832), married a woman whom he had brought into
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 CONCEPTS OF LIFE OF POST-KANSEI INTELLECTUALS 623

 his home as a maid, while his lifelong love affair with a renowned
 poetess, Ema Saik6 (1787-1861), was also public knowledge. Saik5,
 however, was not his kept woman but an independent individual, and
 she lived and loved as her heart commanded her. No one in their social

 circle criticized their relationship. Such an attitude is in stark contrast to
 the public indignation which the affair of Yosano Akiko (1878-1942)
 and her teacher, Yosano Tekkan (1873-1935) aroused a hundred years
 later.

 A poet of the Ch'ing Dynasty, Enbai (Yiian Mei, I716-97), was
 extremely popular in Japanese literary circles at the beginning of the
 nineteenth century. Because Enbai was reputed to find maximum
 enjoyment in the company of his female disciples, it became fashionable
 for the Japanese intellectuals to respect women as intelligent personali-
 ties and to associate with them as equals.

 II. Literary Manifestations of Transition in Concepts

 (a) The Novel

 Some intellectuals wrote novels in the Chinese classic style. For example,

 A Romance of the Plum Blossoms in the Red Castle by Ota Kinj6 (1765-1825)
 was written in this style. The novel takes place during the administra-
 tion of the Elder, Tanuma, in the Meiwa-An'ei years (1 760-81), and
 deals with people oppressed in the turbulent society, with abundant
 description of well-known places in Edo. The heroines are twin sisters
 born to a notable old family--one is chaste and the other promiscuous,
 but they both become involved in the political situations of the day and
 end their young lives. The plot is like those of 'Naturalist' literatures.
 The lives of the heroines are effectively brought out by their contrasting
 characters which remind the readers ofJustine andJuliette of the Marquis
 de Sade.

 With the combined excess of youthful, romantic sensibility and the
 sense of social justice, the author exposes the absurdity of life. The
 all-powerful Tanuma enters as an outright villain, and with unsparing
 harshness, Kinj6 denounces the evils of the feudalistic social system. His
 attitude is similar to that of freethinkers such as Zola of the following
 century. In this respect, writers of this period like Kinj6 seemed to have
 been better qualified to analyze the political and social conditions of
 their times than the 'Naturalist' writers of the Meiji period who wrote in
 vernacular Japanese.
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 624 NAKAMURA SHIN'ICHIRO

 (b) Poetry

 The predominant literary expression of the intellectuals of this period
 was Chinese-style poetry. This genre of writing is largely omitted from
 the history of literature only because the present generation has lost the
 ability to write it, and the fact belies the importance it deserves in the
 study of this period.

 Furthermore, the trend within the form of Chinese-style poetry was
 about to change radically at the end of the Kansei era. The 'Classicism'
 in imitation of the height of the T'ang period had prevailed in Japan
 under the influence of the scholary Ming poets. However, from around
 this period, the 'Romanticism' led by Enbai and other poets of the
 Ch'ing dynasty was beginning to spread to Japan.

 At first glance, the poetic style of that 'Classicism' appeared to have a
 commanding structure and rhetorical phrases full of allusions to the
 classics, but they were too pedantic, stereotyped, and lacked creativity.
 On the other hand, the newly-rising 'Romantic' movement valued the
 modern individualistic expressions. The Ch'ing literati studied the
 intellectual style of the Sung and the sensualities of the late T'ang
 periods, and produced many works of what we would call 'po~sie' today.
 We shall study the characteristics of the new trend by looking at some
 examples.

 I. Rikunyo Sh6nin

 Rikunyo ( 1734- 80o ) was a scholar-priest of Kyoto and the forerunner
 of the New Style in poetry.

 Reports of blossoms are still far, and
 the winds are cold.

 Age finds comfort in the footwarmer,
 Lost in thought, chin in hands

 -sweet memories of childhood.

 A whistling kite is heard in the distant sky.
 Rikunyo-an Shish5

 This peaceful scene of everyday life and modest nostalgia were
 elements that the Chinese-style poetry had not achieved in the past, and
 which were themes greatly favored by the modern French 'intimists.'

 2. Kan Chazan

 Chazan was the most active promoter of the New Style movement in the
 Kansai area, and one of the greatest poets of his time.
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 CONCEPTS OF LIFE OF POST-KANSEI INTELLECTUALS 625

 Without light by the southern eaves, I wait-
 Insects sing from the four walls, and

 the evening air is clear.
 Pointing at the peak in view, I sit

 with my detained guest.
 I love looking at the full moon rise

 caressing the pine trees.

 K@y6-SekiyS-Sonsha-shi

 The bold imagery of the last line, of the moon hugging the pine trees,
 astonished the audience of the time, but they seemed to have accepted it
 as a revival of the Sung fashion. Chazan was also known for realism
 based on delicate observation.

 Along the village by the shore,
 willow trees cast green shadows.

 I sit and let the heat of the day
 disappear into the skies.

 In the evening, with the village kids
 I watch the fishermen casting nets,

 As reed leaves along the half bay
 tremble over the gentle waves.

 Ibid.

 During the day, the observer rests under the willow trees avoiding the
 summer sun, and in the evening, he goes to the shore to watch the net
 fishing. The reeds trembling in the soft breezes as far as he can see express
 a precise and lyrical realism. The halfbay-the arching shoreline-adds
 visual effect.

 Old dreams-already in the seventeenth spring,
 Fragrance of plum blossoms

 returns again the faint rain.
 The head that bows before the grave

 is now white altogether.
 'Tis the infant that searched for

 your breasts long ago!
 Ibid.

 It was probably the seventeenth anniversary of his mother's death.
 The plum blossoms were fragrant in the rain as the poet bowed his head
 before the-tombstone. His hair was completely white now. 'This old man
 was once a baby searching for your breasts in your bosom!' This striking
 idea of the last line is another example of a clean break from the old
 convention-of the Chinese-style poetry.
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 626 NAKAMURA SHIN'ICHIRO

 3. Umetsuji Shunshl

 Kyoto in those days produced some very elegant poets who had
 inherited the tradition ofJapanese court poetry from the Heian period,
 and the refined cosmopolitan way of life. Umetsuji Shunsh6
 (i 776-i857) was a representative of this group.

 Performing on both sides of the boulevard,
 Actors compete on stage, and audiences
 argue the merits of their favorites.

 I watch the actors, watch the watching-
 All lit up in color like in a daylight
 spotlighting the makeup.

 KotJ rokeishi

 Discussing favorite actors, and watching the stage and the audience at
 the same time, are theatergoers' delights. Accustomed to city life, the
 aged poet still frequented night spots, and he couldn't stop stealing
 glances at the cheeks of a young woman shining in the lights from large
 lanterns.

 4. Nakajima S~in

 The central figure of the Kyoto school was Nakajima S6in (1780-1856)
 who won sudden fame by writing a reportage called Miyako Hanjiki

 (The Good Life in Kyoto). Sain's OtJ Shiji Zasshi is a collection of'poesies
 satiriques' depicting scenes in the gay quarters of Kyoto by the Kamo
 river.

 Drinking enjoyed, unaware of approaching dawn,
 Women and revelers all asleep-with

 aromas of cosmetics and bodies under one cover.

 The playboy, after all,
 keeps his vigil on a flower like a butterfly;

 It's no accident that he reaches for

 the heart of petals at last.

 The scene is one of revelers 'sleeping en masse' in the quarters. When
 all the merrymakers are asleep at dawn, the man manages to reach for
 'the heart of petals' that he has been trying to achieve all night. A
 veritable Ukiyoe pornography. Such highly erotic poetry in the manner
 ofEn Chfir6 (Yiian Hung Tao, 1568-161O) was something the previous
 generation had not known.
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 CONCEPTS OF LIFE OF POST-KANSEI INTELLECTUALS 627

 5. Ichikawa Kansai

 The previously mentioned author of Kimu, Ichikawa Kansai was the
 organizer of the Ktkosha (The K6ko Poetry Group), which was the
 center of the 'Romantic' movement vogue in the poetry world in Edo.
 Kansai's lifelong activities in poetry vividly reflect the trends and
 changing conceptions of his time.

 Here is a sketch on an everyday theme:

 Together-missing teeth and baldhead, both-
 Talk about life's bliss and misery of ten years past.
 A young girl, curious about the visitor from Kyoto,
 Lowers the screen and steals a glance.

 Kansai-sensei IkJ

 Old friends get together for the first time in ten years and gossip about
 their lives. A young daughter, a typically high-spirited Edo girl, cannot
 suppress her curiosity about the noble visitor from the ancient capital.
 She peeks from behind the screen to take a look at the presumably
 princely figure, but alas, he is nothing but a baldheaded old man!

 It was around this period that the element of humor crept into the
 stately Chinese-style poetry.

 6. Kashiwagi Jotei

 A member of the K6kosha, and one whose lifestyle characterized his
 times more than anyone else, was KashiwagiJotei (1 763-1819). He was
 a first-class dandy and a wandering poet. Being a gourmet, he wrote
 Shihons6, an equivalent of La Physiologie du Goat of Brillat-Savarin. He
 lived a completely unbridled life, and died destitute-frozen in an
 abandoned temple in Kyoto in the snow-leaving behind only the most
 exquisitely refined poems.

 The time had matured to produce a 'porte maudit' like him by then.
 His manner of living, in the extremity ofdandyism and dissipation, and
 the virtuosity of his work led the poet Hinatsu K6nosuke (1890- 1 971) to
 compare Jotei with Baudelaire.

 A little seed of love grew in my heart once;
 After the parting,

 sleep eludes me in my empty bed.
 The love letters taken out and read over again

 as the rain falls outside the window;
 The lamp light flickers as it used to yesteryear.

 Jotei-sanjin Ku
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 628 NAKAMURA SHIN ICHIRO)

 By the solitary bed, the poet reads over the love letters from the lover
 whom he has left. It is raining outside and the lamp light shines as it used
 to at the time of rapture.

 The stream down the valley was blue and pure;
 The moon rose over the trees,

 and the shadow casts a mark on the purity.
 A single plum tree is doubled in reflection;
 I watch the darkening water

 from the rock on the edge---twilight falling.
 Ibid.

 By the layered cliffside, the road is no more,
 A bridge hangs precariously in midair, and

 a person on it looks half-way up in the sky-
 The sight makes me think of a dressed-up young lady
 Swaying on a swing among the profusion of flowers

 inside a red gate.
 Jotei Hyakuzetsu

 The overlapping rocks of the cliff suddenly block the roadway, and a
 hanging bridge is seen in midair. Someone is on it, reminding the poet of
 a young girl swinging on a swing in the garden of a great estate. Jotei
 wrote this poem when he was on a trip to climb Mount Fuji. The novel
 imagery he evokes puts him in the class of the French Modernists of our
 century.

 Far out on a trip, yet the loneliness
 Of the autumn does not seize me like it used to.

 Has my heart turned into stone--in my old age?
 What of it, whether it be a strange land or my own.

 Ibid.

 Wandering about on ajourney, he is surprised that he does not feel the
 sadness of the deepening autumn. Old age must have made him
 oblivious to all feelings, and even the sense of nostalgia seems to have
 deserted him.

 Striking wooden clappers
 tell the lateness of the night.

 A boy faces a girl-speechless in shyness
 For all the things that could be said.
 The heart-lettered essence1

 turns into ash-by their pillow.
 Yoshiwara-shi Sanjusshu

 The night advances and the guard is making his rounds with wooden
 clappers telling of the closing of the quarters. Yet the young male guest

 SThe burning essence was used like an hourglass to count time in the quarters.
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 CONCEPTS OF LIFE OF POST-KANSEI INTELLECTUALS 629

 and his young girl are overwhelmed in shyness, unable to consummate
 the affair. By their bed, the burning essence is wasting mercilessly.
 Daphnis and Chloi of the gay quarters.

 7. Gkubo Shibutsu

 Okubo Shibutsu (1767-I837) was probably the most popular poet of
 the Kikosha group. His poems reflect most effectively the refined
 sensitivities of the cosmopolitan life in Edo of the Bunka-Bunsei
 (1804-30) years.

 When the fields cease, appears the seashore again,
 Casually-dressed groups are admiring flowers,
 The bamboo carriage squeaks as the footmen hurry on.
 Distant trees run about,

 and near ones come rushing at me.
 Shiseid6 Shishil

 From the running carriage, the poet watches the passing scenery.
 Movements of trees are just like the ones we watch from the window of a
 moving train.

 Autumn is ripe below the peak
 from the north to the south,

 Amid the deep spread of golden clouds,
 banquets and songs celebrate;

 Peasants' calling for spirits
 kept away the evils of locusts-

 Yet they know not
 the locusts creeping into their homes.

 Ibid.

 Peasants are celebrating the bumper crop, happy with the results of
 the incantation which kept away the locust damage. But into the now
 prosperous farmers' houses, powdered human insects are creeping. A
 satire.

 Once a divine chance gave me a bride;
 But where do I find her this morning?
 Laugh at me not, when this old man
 Slips her name by mistake, calling for another.

 Ibid.

 In senility he suddenly recalls the late wife's name by mistake. A sadly
 humorous sketch of a sad old widower.
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 630 NAKAMURA SHIN'ICHIRO

 8. Ema Saik5

 The association of men and women on an equal basis in intellectual
 society resulted in the flowering of many poetesses. A particularly
 well-known poetess was the afore-mentioned Rai San'y6's great
 lady-love, Ema Saik6.

 Float in pair, bathe in pair-over the gentle waves,
 Would you ever know
 the meaning of parting for man and woman?

 Throwing lotus seeds in the pond, I ask you,
 if they make you fly in separate ways,

 Do think a little about togetherness?
 Sh6mu IkJ

 Watching jealously the famous intimacy of mated pairs of Mandarin
 ducks, Saik6 throws lotus seeds at them. 'You would never realize that,
 in human life, there is such a thing as parting.'

 A lamp light in the autumn night
 disturbs my dreams for a moment;

 All within my hearing is so sensual.
 I well know the sound of rain

 falling on the bash6 leaves,
 Yet why do raindrops touch me so tonight?

 Ibid.

 'After parting with him, every little sound that comes into my hearing
 reminds me of him. How differently the pattering of the rain sounds
 tonight.'

 A little drink enjoyed in the east of the town;
 Windy rain of the late autumn

 hitting the blinds and banners.
 City lights were still unlit,

 and the lanterns dark

 We shared an umbrella all the way-
 such tenderness!

 Ibid.

 The lovers went outside the city for a drink, and were walking back
 toward the parting of their ways. Before the lights of the city went on and
 as the twilight was falling, the steps of the lovers tangled under one
 umbrella.
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